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Mitsubishi Electric’s New “REESA” Small, Low-cost Array Antenna Achieves High-precision Beam Scanning

TOKYO, February 6, 2018 – Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (TOKYO: 6503) announced today its development of the REESA (Rotational Element Electronically Scanned Array) antenna, a small, low-cost array antenna that achieves high-precision beam scanning by electronically rotating antenna elements individually. The REESA antenna is suitable for airport radar systems, mobile satellite communication systems and possible new applications such as microwave-based industrial heating and mounting on drones for long-distance data transmission. Commercialization of the product is targeted at 2020.

Key Features
1) Rotates antenna elements individually for precise phasing and beam scanning
   - Controls phase by rotating circularly polarized antenna elements individually by motors
   - Realizes high-precision beam scanning by controlling phase in approx. two-degree increments
   - Smaller and less expensive than conventional mechanically driven parabola antennas and active electronically scanned arrays (AESAs)
2) **Achieves high efficiency and low power consumption**
   - Uses a hollow waveguide for the antenna feed to achieve high efficiency of 85 percent in 12 GHz band

**Development Background**
Airport radars and mobile satellite communication systems conventionally use mechanically driven parabola antennas or AESAs, which electronically scan antenna beams with RF modules. The size and weight of the drive mechanism can be a problem in the case of parabolic antennas, while AESAs require expensive RF modules for each antenna element and achieve only limited accuracy in phasing required for high-precision beam scanning.
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REESA prototype  REESA applications: (from left) Airport radar, video transmissions from drone and microwave-based heating
Details

1) Rotates individual antenna elements for precise phasing and beam scanning without RF modules

Given that a circularly polarized antenna element can be rotated to change the phase of the radio wave radiated from the element, the REESA antenna rotates antenna elements individually to control the phase. It achieves high-precision electronic beam-scanning by controlling the phase in increments of approximately 2 degrees based on the angular accuracy of the motors, which is some 5 to 10 times more precise with conventional AESAs. Mitsubishi Electric used its prototype REESA, which has 168 antenna elements, in a broadcast-satellite reception test to confirm that the beam could be scanned electronically in the satellite’s direction to receive the broadcast video.

2) Achieves high efficiency and low power consumption

Mitsubishi Electric adopted a radial line waveguide for the antenna feed using a hollow-type distribution circuit, resulting in 85 percent efficiency in the 12 GHz band. The structure is simple and produces low loss since the radial line waveguide is a hollow distribution circuit composed of two conductor plates arranged at a predetermined interval.

Mitsubishi Electric Corporation has applied for REESA as a trademark.

###

About Mitsubishi Electric Corporation

With over 90 years of experience in providing reliable, high-quality products, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation (TOKYO: 6503) is a recognized world leader in the manufacture, marketing and sales of electrical and electronic equipment used in information processing and communications, space development and satellite communications, consumer electronics, industrial technology, energy, transportation and building equipment. Embracing the spirit of its corporate statement, Changes for the Better, and its environmental statement, Eco Changes, Mitsubishi Electric endeavors to be a global, leading green company, enriching society with technology. The company recorded consolidated group sales of 4,238.6 billion yen (US$ 37.8 billion*) in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2017. For more information visit: [www.MitsubishiElectric.com](http://www.MitsubishiElectric.com)

*At an exchange rate of 112 yen to the US dollar, the rate given by the Tokyo Foreign Exchange Market on March 31, 2017